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Abstract
This paper describes the recently developed genetic programming paradigm which genetically

breeds a population of computer programs to solve problems. The paper then shows, step by step,
how to apply genetic programming to a problem of behavioral ecology in biology - specifically,
two versions of the problem of finding an optimal food foraging strategy for the Caribbean AnoUs
lizard. A simulation of the adaptive behavior of the lizard is r~uired to evaluate each possible
adaptive control strategy considered for the lizard. The foraging strategy produced by genetic
programming is close to the mathematical solution for the one version for which the solution is
known and appears to be a reasonable approximation to the solution for the second version of the
problem.
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1 Introduction and Overview
Organisms in nature often possess an optimally designed anatomical trait. For example, a bird'~

wing may be shaped to maximize lift or a leaf may be shaped to maximize interception of light. IT
such instances, natural selection caused the population to accumulate genes whose expression lee
to the observed optimal anatomy. But what of behavior? Certainly in most vertebrates and man)
invertebrates, behavior is not a direct expression of genes, but instead reflects the result 0:
experience accumulated during the animal's life. Ecologists have, over the years, observe<:
numerous behaviors in nature that closely agree with analytical calculations of optimal behavior 01

near optimal behavior- The question arises as to whether such optimal behavior be attained b)
means of accumulating environmental experience. This paper offers a demonstration of one way ir
which optimal behavior, specifically optimal behavior in foraging for food, may be attained as "
result of accumulating environmental experience during the animal's life.

The green, grey, and brown lizards of the genus AnoUs in the Caribbean islands occupy th(
ecological niche occupied in North America and Europe by ground-feeding insectivorous birds
such as robins and blue jays. These anoles are "sit and wait" predators typically perch head-dowr
on tree trunks and scan the ground for desirable insects to eat (Ehrlich and Roughgarden 1987
Roughgarden 1989). Figure 1 shows an anole perched head-down on a tree trunk.

Figure 1 Anole lizard perched head-down on a tree trunk.

The optimal foraging strategy for such lizards in their environment is the behavioral rul<
which, when followed repetitively by a lizard, yields the maximum amount of food for the lizard
A possible foraging strategy is to attack prey according to a criteria or policy that minimizes th<
average time invested per captured item of prey.

Insects appear probabilistically within the lizard's viewing area. The lizard sees all insects tha
are in the 1800 planar area visible from the lizard's perch. If insects only rarely alight within thi
lizard's viewing area, it would seem advantageous for the lizard unconditionally to chase eve~

insect that it sees. If insects are abundant, the lizard should certainly chase every nearby insect
However, if insects are abundant and the lizard chases a distant insect, the lizard will be away fron
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The average waiting time w spent per insect captured is the sum of the average pursuit time
and the average waiting time between the appearance of insects, namely
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The optimal foraging distance r* is the value of rc that minimizes w. The minimum value of w

occurs when the cutoff radius rc is equal to
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1 of this problem, Roughgarden was able to do the integration required andFor example
obtain

its perch for so long that it will forgo the possibility of chasing and eating a greater number of
nearby insects. This suggests ignoring distant insects. However, there is no guarantee that any
!nsects will appear nearby during the period of time just after the lizard decides to forgo a distam
msect.

The question arises as to what is the optimal tradeoff among these competing considerations.
The optimal strategy for the lizard is a function of four variables, namely the probability of
appe,,:rance.of the prey per square meter per second (called the abundance a), the lizard's sprint
velocIty v (m met7fS.per second), and .the location of the insect within the lizard's planar viewing
area (expressed VIa Its two x·y coordmates). Thus, this problem involves finding a function of
four variab~es that optimizes th~ average time spent per food item eaten by the lizard. DeteImining
what .food IS e~ten when the lIzard pursues a particular foraging policy requires a simulation of
adapnve behaVior.

In section 2, we analytically derive an optimal control strategy for the lizard. In section 3, we
provide background on genetic algorithms. In section 4, we describe the recently developed
genetic pr<?gramming paradigm. In secti<?n 5, we show the steps required to prepare to use genetic
programrrnng to solve a problem. In section 6, we use genetic programming to genetically breed a
foraging strategy for a version of this problem for which the optimal strategy is known. In section
7, we breed a foraging strategy for which the optimal strategy is not known.

2 The Optimal Foraging Strategy
Time is used while the lizard waits for prey to appear and while the lizard chases the insect and
returns to its perch. We consider a model in which all prey items are identical and the amount of
til?': sI?e~t w~ting fo~ p~ey is calorically ~quivalent to a unit of time spent chasing a prey, so that
mmuIDzmg tIme maxImIzes the energy yield per unit of time. A physiologically more elaborate

~ energy model for the lizard appears in Roughgarden 1992. Moreover, for the values of abundance
appropriate to this model, insects are sufficiently rare that the lizard can be assumed to start every
chase from its perch.

In the first version of this problem, the lizard always catches the insect if the lizard decides to
chase the insect. The functional fonn of the optimal strategy for the lizard for this version of the
problem must be a semicircle. Thus, this version of the problem reduces to finding the cutoff
radius rc for the semicircle such that insects are chased if they are closer than this value and
ignored if they are farther than this value.

The average waiting time between the appearance of insects within the semicircle of radius r is
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o

The average pursuit time is the integral from 0 to rc of the product of the probability that an
insect is at distance r times the pursuit time, 2r/v, for the insect at distance r, namely
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The optimal control strategy for specifying when the lizard should decide to chase an insect
can be expressed in tenns of a function returning +1 for a point (Xs) in the lizard's viewing area
for which it is advisable for the lizard to initiate a chase and returning -1 for points for which it is
advisable to ignore the insect. Thus, if an insect appears at position (x,y) in the 1800 area visible
from the lizard's perch (0,0), the optimal foraging strategy is

Sig [3,j(~) _ 2,j(X2 + y 2l].
na

where Sig is the sign function that returns +1 for a positive argument and -1 otherwise. That is,
the lizard should chase the insect if the insect lies inside the semicircle centered at the lizard's perch
ofradius r*.

Figure 2 shows this optimal foraging strategy via the switching curve (Le., semicircle) which
partitions the half plane into the +1 (chase) region and the-l (ignore) region. In this figure, we
show an insect at position (Xl,YI) that is in the -1 (ignore) region of the lizard's 20 meter by 10
meter viewing area.

Figure 3 shows the result of applying the optimal control strategy for one experiment lasting
300 seconds in the particular case where the probability of appearance of the prey (i.e., the
abundance a) is 0.003 per square meter per second and where the lizard's sprint velocity v is 1.5
meters per second. Of the 180 insects shown as dots that appear in this 200 square meter area
during this 300-second experiment, 91 are inside the semicircle and about 89 are outside the
semicircle. Thirty-one of the 91 insects inside the semicircle are actually chased and eaten and are
shown as larger dots. Sixty of the 91 insects appear in the semicircular "chase" region while the
lizard is away from its perch and are shown as small dots.

Finding the above mathematical expression in closed fonn for the optimal strategy for this first
version of the foraging problem depended on the realization that the functional fonn of the solution
was a semicircle and our being able to perform the required integration.
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3 Background on Genetic Algorithms
John Holland's pioneering Adaptation in Natural and ArIificial Systems [1975] described how the
evolutionary process in nature can be applied to artificial systems using the genetic algorithm
operating on fixed length character strings. Holland demonstrated that a population of fixed length
character strings (each representing a proposed soIU[ion to a problem) can be genetically bred using
the Darwinian operation of fitness proportionate reproduction and the genetic operation of
recombination. The recombination operation combines parts of two chromosome-like fixed length
character strings, each selected on the basis of their fitness, to produce new offspring strings.
Holland established, among other things, that the genetic algorithm is a mathematically near
optimal approach [0 adaptation in that it maximizes expected overall average payoff when the
adaptive process is viewed as a muhi-amled slot machine problem requiring an optimal allocation
of future nials given the currently available infonnation.

Genetic algorithms are an efficient way to search a highly non-linear multiwdimensional space.
A good overview of the many practical applications of the genetic algorithm operating on fixed
length character strings (and other variants of the genetic algorithm) can be found in Goldberg
[1989], Davis [1987,1991], Belew and Booker [199IJ, and Rawlins [199IJ. Applications of the
genetic algorithm involving simulation of adaptive behavior can be found in Meyer and Wilson
[1991].

4 Background on Genetic Programming
For many problems, the most natural representation for solutions are computer programs. The
size, shape, and contents of the computer program to solve the problem is generally not known in
advance. The computer program that solves a given problem is typically a hierarchical composition
of various functions and typically takes the state variables of the system as inputs.

In Genetic Programming: On the Programming of Computers by Means ofNatural Selection
and Genetics [Koza 1992a] and elsewhere [Koza 1989, 1992b], we have shown that computer
programs can be genetically bred to solve problems in a surprising variety of areas, including
• optimal control (e.g., centering a cart and balancing a broom on a moving cart in minimal time by

applying a "bang bang" force to the cart [Koza and Keane 1990] and backing a tractor-trailer
truck to a loading dock [Koza 1992a],

• planning (e.g., navigating an artificial ant along a trail) [Koza 1991a],
• finding minimax strategies for games (e.g., differential pursuer-evader games, discrete games in

extensive fonn) by both evolution and co-evolution [Koza 1991b],
• eVOlving robotic action plans in the style of the subsumption architecture (e.g., a wall following

strategy for a robot with sonar sensors in an irregular room) [Koza 1992d],
• empirical discovery (e.g., rediscovering Kepler's Third Law, rediscovering the well-known non

linear econometric "exchange equation" MY = PQ from actual, noisy time series data for the
money supply, the velocity of money, the price level, and the gross national product of an
economy),

• discovering inverse kinematic equations (e.g., to move a robot ann to designated target points),
• simultaneous architectural design and training of neural networks [Koza and Rice 1991a].

A videotape visualization of various applications of genetic programming can be found in
Koza and Rice [199lb, 1992].

4.1 Objects used in Genetic Programming
In genetic programming, the individuals in the population are compositions of functions and
terminals appropriate to the particular problem domain. The set of functions used typically
includes arithmetic operations, mathematical functions, conditional logical operations, and domain
specific functions. The set of terminals used typically includes inputs appropriate to the problem
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Figure 3 Performance of the optimal foraging strategy for example 1.
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Figure 2 Switching curve for optimal foraging strategy for example 1.
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Figure 5 Two Crossover Fragments

These two crossover fragments correspond to the bold, underlined sub-programs (sub-lists) in
the two parental computer programs shown in figure 5. The two offspring resulting from
crossover are shown in figure 6.

Figure 4 Two Parental computer programs.

The crossover operation creates new offspring by exchanging sub-trees (i.e., sub-lists)
between the two parents. Because entire sub-trees are swapped, this crossover operation always
produces syntactically and semantically valid programs as offspring regardless of the crossover
points.

Assume that the points of both trees are numbered in a depth-frrst way starting at the left.
Suppose that the point no. 2 (out of 6 points of the first parent) is randomly selected as the
crossover point for the first parent and that the point no. 6 (out of 10 points of the second parent) is
randomly selected as the crossover point of the second parent. The crossover points in the trees
above are therefore the NOT in the first parent and the AND in the second parent. The two crossover
fragments are the two sub-trees shown in figure 5.

domain and various constants. Each function in the function set should be well defined for any
combination of elements from the range of every function that it may encounter and every tenninal
that it may encounter.

The cOI~positionsof functions and terminals described above correspond directly to the parse
tree that is mternally created by most compilers and to the programs found in programming
languages such as LISP (where they are called symbolic expressions or S-expressions).

In genetic programming, we view the search for a solution to the problem as a search in the
space of all possible compositions of functions that can be recursively composed of the available
functions and terminals.

4.3 Operations used in Genetic Programming
The basic genetic operations in genetic programming are fitness proportionate reproduction and
crossover (recombination).

The Darwinian reproduction operation merely involves copying a computer program from the
current population into the new population.

The genetic crossover (sexual recombination) operation operates on two parental computer
programs and produces two offspring programs using pans of each parent.

For example, consider the following computer program:

4.2 Steps Required to Execute the Genetic Programming
Genetic programming, like the conventional genetic algorithm, is a domain independent method. It
proceeds by genetically breeding populations of computer programs by executing the following
three steps:
(1) Generate an initial population of random compositions of the functions and tenninals of the

problem (i.e., computer programs).
(2) Iteratively perform the following sub-steps until a tennination criterion has been satisfied:

(a) Execute each program in the population and assign it a fitness value according to how
well it solves the problem.

(b) Create a new population of computer programs by applying the following two
operations. The operations are applied to computer program(s) in the population
chosen with a probability based on fitness.
(i) Reproduction: Copy existing computer programs to the new population.
(ii) Crossover: Create new computer programs by genetically recombining randomly

chosen pans of two existing programs.
(3) The single best computer program in the population at the time of tennination is designated as

the result of the run of genetic programming. This result may be a solution (or approximate
solution) to the problem.

lOR (NOT p1) (AND DO D1 l l •

This program takes two inputs (no and D1) and produces a Boolean-valued output which will
either be T (True) or NIL (false). In the prefix notation used. the function NOT is frrst applied to the
terminal D1 to produce an intermediate result. Then, the function AND is applied to the tenninals DO

and D1 to produce a second intermediate result. Finally, the function OR is applied to the two
intermediate results to produce the overall result (T or NIL).

Also, consider a second program:

(OR (OR D1 (NOT DO))
lAND (N0tjDO) /NOT QJ)l.

Figure 6 Two Offspring.
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Thus, crossover creates new computer programs using parts of existing parental programs.
Because programs are selected to participate in the crossover operation with a probability
proportional to fitness, crossover allocates future trials to parts of the search space whose
programs contains parts from promising programs.

5 Preparatory Steps for Using Genetic Programming
There are five major steps in preparing to use genetic programming, namely determining:

(l) the set of terminals,
(2) the set of functions,
(3) the fitness measure,
(4) the parameters and variables for controlling the run, and
(5) the criterion for designating a result and terminating a run.

We will now apply these five major preparatory steps to the problem of finding an optimal
foraging strategy for the lizard.

The computer programs (i.e., control strategies) in the genetic population are compositions of
functions and terminals.

The first major step in preparing to use genetic programming is to identify the set of tenninals.
The four variables (i.e., x, Y, AB, VEL) can be viewed as inputs to the unknown computer program
which we want to find via genetic programming for optimally controlling the lizard. Here x and y
represent the position of an insect. x and y vary each time an insect appears within a simulation.
The value AB represents the abundance a and VEL represents the lizard's sprint velocity v. The
values of AB and VEL are constant within anyone simulation, but these parameters vary between
simulations. Thus, the terminal set T for this problem is

T = {x, Y, AB, VEL,9\}.

When the ephemeral random floating point constant 9\ appears in a program in the initial random
population (i.e., generation 0), it is replaced by a different random floating point value between
1.0 and +1.0. Thereafter, that random value remains fixed.

The second major step in preparing to use genetic programming is to identify a sufficient set of
functions to solve for the problem. The function set F consisting of four arithmetic operations, the
two-argument exponentiation function SREXPT, and the decision function IFLTZ ("!fLess Than or
Equal") seems reasonable. That is,

F= {+, -, *, %, SREXPT, IFLTE},

taking 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, and 4 arguments, respectively.

The protected division function % returns one when division by zero is attempted, and,
otherwise, returns the normal quotient.

The two-argument exponentiation function SREXPT raises the absolute value of the first
argument to the power specified by its second argument as a real value. For example, (SREXPT 

2.00.5) retumd2 1-2.01=+1.414.

Since exponentiation as well as the arithmetic operations have the potential of creating very
large or very small floating point values, each function traps any floating point overflow or
underflow errors'and returns a very large (or very small) fixed arbitrary value.

9

The conditional branching function IFLTE ("If Less Than or Equal") evaluates its third
argument if its first argument is less than its second argument and otherwise evaluates its fourth
argument. For example. (IFLTZ 1.5 2. a P Q) returns the result of evaluating P.

Since IFLTE returns a floating point value, %protects against division by zero, SREXPT cannot
produce a complex value, and SREXPT and the arithmetic operations cannot produce an overflow or
underflow, any composition of these functions will produce a valid result (i.e., there is closure
among the functions of the function set).

The third major step in preparing to use genetic programming is the identification of the fitness
measure for evaluating how good a given computer program is at solving the problem at hand. In
this application. a simulation of the lizard's behavior is required to compute the fitness of a
program.

Each program is tested against a simulated environment consisting of 36 combinations of
values of the parameters A6 and VEL. The abundance AB ranges over six values from 0.0030 to
0.0050 in steps of 0.0004. The lizard's sprint velocity VEL ranges over six values from 0.5 meters
per second to 1.5 in steps of 0.2. Thirty-six combinations of values of these two parameters are
used so as to provide a sufficiently varied environment to pennit genetic programming to produce a
solution which is likely to generalize to other combinations of values of these two parameters.
Creation of the fitness cases for a problem is similar to creating a test set of data for debugging a
hand-written computer program.

Because the appearance of insects is probabilistic, the simulation of the lizard's behavior
should be done more than once for each of the 36 combinations of values. Computer time was
conserved by performing only two experiments for each of the 36 combinations. Thus, there are
72 fitness cases (experiments) for this problem.

A total of 300 seconds of simulated time are provided for each simulation.

The fitness of a program in the population is defined to be the sum, over the 72 experiments,
of the number of insects eaten by the lizard. A total of 17,256 insects are available in the 72
experiments. The optimal foraging strategy represented by the closed expression deriVed above
catches about 1,671 insects. This number is only approximate since the insects appear
probabilistically in each experiment. Since we do not expect to do better than the known optimal
strategy, fitness effectively varies between aand about 1,671. The details of convening the above
fitness measure into the standardized fitness measure and the normalized fitness measure is
discussed in Koza [1992a].

A hit is defined as an experiment for which the number of insects eaten is equal to or greater
than one less than the number eaten using the closed-form optimal foraging strategy derived above.
That is, a hit indicates that the program has only a small shortfall in performance for a particular
experiment with respect to the optimal foraging strategy. Hits range between 0 and 72. Hits are
used only to control the termination of a run and for external monitoring of runs. The evolutionary
process is driven by fitness, not hits.

Since a given computer program can return any floating-point value and we want our
programs to advise the lizard as to whether to chase (+1) or ignore (-1) the current insect, a
wrapper (output interface) is used to convert the value returned by a given individual computer
program to a value appropriate to this problem domain. In particular, if the program evaluates to
any non-negative number, the wrapper returns +1 (chase), but otherwise returns -1 (ignore).

The fourth major step in preparing to use genetic programming is selecting the values of
certain parameters. The major parameters are population size and the maximum number of
generations to be run. We used a population size of 1,000 individual programs and a maximum
number of 61 generations. Our choice of population size and number of generations to be run
reflected an estimate on our part as to the likely complexity of the solution to this problem.
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Figure 7 Switching curves of a program from the 35th percentile of fitness for
generation 0 for version 1.

6 Results for Version 1
Problems of control can be viewed as requiring the discovery of a computer program that takes the
variables of a problem as its inputs and produces the value of the control variables as its output In
solving such problems in general, we will usually not be able to identify the functional form of the
solution in advance and to do the required integration. When genetic programming is used, there is
no need to have any advance insight as to the functional form of the solution and there is no need to
do any integration. The solution to a problem produced by genetic programming is not just a
numerical solution applicable to a single specific combination of numerical parameters, but,
instead, comes in the form of a function (computer program) that maps the variables of the system
into values of the control variable. There is no need to specify the exact size and shape of the
computer program in advance. The needed structure is evolved in response to the selective
pressures of DaIWinian natural selection and genetic sexual recombination.

In the first version of this problem, the lizard always catches the insect if the lizard decides to
chase the insect.

As one would expect, the perfom1ance of the random control strategies found in the initial
generation (generation 0) is exceedingly poor. In one run, the worst 4% of the individual
computer programs in the population of 1,000 always returned a negative value. Such programs
unconditionally advise the lizard not to chase any insects and therefore have a fitness value of zero.
An additional 19% of the programs enables the lizard to catch a few insects and scored no hits.
93% of these random programs score two hits or less.

The following individual from a population of 1,000 for generation aconsisted of 143 points
(i.e., functions and renninals) and enables the lizard to catch 1,235 insects:

In addition, each new generation is created from the preceding generation by applying the
fitness proportionate reproduction operation to 10% of the population and by applying the
crossover operation to 90% of the population (with both parents selected with a probability
proportionate to fitness). In selecting crossover points, 90% were internal (function) points of the
tree and 10% were external (terminal) points of the tree. For practical reasons of computer
implementation, the depth of initial random programs was limited to 6 and the depth of programs
created by crossover was limited to 17. The selection of values of the other parameters are the
same as we used on most of the other problems cited in Koza [1992a].

Finally, the fifth major step in preparing to use genetic programming is the selection of the
criterion for terminating a run and designating a result. We will terminate a given run when either
(i) genetic programming produces a computer program scoring 72 hits, or (ii) 61 generations have
been run. We will designate the best program obtained during any generation of the run as the
result.

Since great precision was not required by the simulations involved in this problem, we
achieved a considerable savings of computer resources on our computer by using the "short float"
data type for all numerical calculations.

(+ (- (- (* (SREXPT VEL 'I) [+ -0.3752 X)I (+ (* VEL 0.991) (+ -0.9522 X»)) (IFLTE (+ ('Ii AB 'I)
('Ii VEL X») (+ (+ X 0.3201) ('Ii AB VELl) CIFLTE (IFLTE X AB X 'I) (SREXPT AB VEL) (+ X -0.9962)
('Ii -0.0542984 AB)} 1- ( .. If If) (* 'I VEL»))) ('Ii nFLTE nFLTE (+ x If) (+ X 'I) (+ VEL AB) (* 'I

'I) (- ('Ii 0.662094 AS} (* VEL X) {+ (SREXPT AB X) (- X 'I») (rFLTE (* 'I Yl (SREXPT VEL VEL)
(+ 'I VEL) (IFLTE AB AB X VEL) J) (lFLTE (IFLTE (SREXPT X /l.B) (* VEL -0.0304031) (IFLTE 0.9642

X 'I AB) (SREXPT 0.03~1034 AB) (+ (- VEL 0.032696) (- X VEL») (IFLTE (- X 'I) (SREXPT VEL
0.141296) ( .. X AS) (SREXPT -0.6911 0.53991) (SREXPT (+ AB AB) (IFLTE 0.90649 VEL AB
0.9308)))))

This rather unfit individual from generation 0 is in the 35th percentile of fitness (where the
lOOth percentile/contains the most fit individuals of the population).

Ignore
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Figure 8 Switching curve of the best-of~generation program from generation 0
for version 1.
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Switching curve of the best-ofwgeneration program from generation 10
for version 1.

Figure 7 graphically depicts the foraging strategy of this individual as a switching curve. This
figure and all subsequent figures are based on an abundance AS of 0.003 and a sprint velocity VEL
of 1.5 (Le., one of the 36 combinations of AS and VEL). A complete depiction would require
showing switching curves for all the other combinations of AS and veL. As can be seen, there are
three separate "ignore" regions and one large "chase" region. This program causes the lizard to
ignore about a third of the insects in the upper half of the figure, including many insects that are
very close to the lizard's perch. It also causes the lizard to ignore the thin rectangular region in the
lower half of the figure lying along the Y axis. The main part of the "chase" region is distant from
the perch, although there is a small T-shaped sliver immediately adjacent to the lizard's perch.
Effective foraging behavior inVOlves chasing insects near the perch and ignoring insects that are
distant from the perch; this program usually does the opposite.

The best-ofwgeneration individual from generation 0 enables the lizard to catch 1,460 insects.
This 37wpoint program is shown below:

(- (- (t (* 0.5605 Y) (% VEL VEL» (~ (SREXPT Y Xl (* X AB»)) {* (* (+ X 0.0101929) (*_

0.155502 Xl 1 (IFLTE {+ VEL n (- AB X) (* X Y) (SREXPT VEL Xl)))

Figure 8 shows the switching curve for this best-of-generation individual from generation O.
While this non-symmetric control strategy gives poor overall performance, it is somewhat
reasonable in that many of the points for which it advises ignoring the insect are distant from the
lizard's perch. In particular, all of the points in the "ignore" region at the top of the figure are
reasonably distant from the lizard's perch at the origin (0,0) although the boundary is not. by any
means, optimal. The "ignore" region at the bottom of the figure gives poorer performance.

However, even in this initial random population, some individuals are better than others. The
gradation in performance is used by the evolutionary process to improve the population over
subsequent generations. Each successive generation of the population is created by applying the
Darwinian operation of fitness proportionate reproduction and the genetic operation of crossover to
individuals selected from the popUlation with a probability proportional to fitness.

In generation 10, the bestwofwgeneration individual catches 1,514 insects and scores 26 hits.
This 47-point program is shown below:

{- (- x (* (SREXPT Y X) (* X AB)I) (* (" (+ X 0.0101929) (* -0.155502 (+ AB Xl») (IFLTE (t x
{+ (- (SREXPT X Y) (+ X 0.240997)} (+ 0.105392 VEL))} {\ VEL 0.82551 (* (SREXPT X VEL) (+

0.7414 VEL») (SREXPT VEL X)ll)

Figure 9 shows the switching curve for this best-of-generation individual from generation 10.
As can be seen, this program advises ignoring the insect when it appears in either of two
approximately symmetric regions away from the perch.

In generation 25, the best-of-generation individual catches 1,629 insects and scores 52 hits.
This 81-point program is shown below:

(- (- (t (- (- (- (SREXPT AB -0.9738) (SREXPT -0.443604 Yll (- (SREXPT't (+ {* (SREXPT {%

(SREXPT 't AB) (- VEL -0.9724)) (+ X 0.0101929)) 0.457596) (t Y X))) {* X ABl}l (- {* (+ X
0.0101929) (% (+ Y -0.059105) (- 0.9099 Y)I) (lfLTE (+ X (SREXPT AB Y}) (% VEL 0.82551 (lFLTE
Y VEL 0.282303 -0.2726971 {SREXPT (- (SREXPT Y X) (* X AB)} X)))) (% AB 0.412598)) (* (SREXPT
X X) (* X AB))} 0.4662)

Figure 10 shows the switching curve for this best-of-generation individual from generation
25. In this figure, the control strategy advises the lizard to ignore the insect when the insect is
outside an irregular region that vaguely resembles a semicircle centered at the lizard's perch. Note
that there is an anomalous close-in point along the X axis where this control strategy advises the
lizard to ignore any insect.
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Figure''l-l Switching curve of the best-of-generation program from generation 60
for version 1.

In generation 40, the best-of-generation individual catches 1,646 insects and scores 60 hits.
This 145-point program is shown below:

(+ (- 1+ (- (- (SREXPT AS -0.9738) (SREXPT -0.443604 'il) (* (SREXPT X X) (0- X AB))) (0- (+ (+
'i -0.059105) (- (SREXPT AB -0.9738) (+ AB X))) (t (- VEL VEL) (+ 0.7457 0.338898)))) ISREXPT
'f X)) (- (- (- (SREXPT AS -0.9738) (SREXPT -0.443604 'i» (* (SREXPT 'i X) (* x AB))) (* (0- (+
X 0.0101929) (% (+ (% 0.7717 (f 'f AB» (SREXPT (lFLTE'i VEL X 'i) It (+ 1 -0.059105) (+ VEL
VEL)))) 1+ (\ (- 1 Xl (\ X ABll VEL))) (lFLTE 1- (- (- (SREXPT AS -0.9738) ISR£XPT -0.443604
'i) (0 (SR£XPT X X) (0 X AB))} (IFLTE X X 'i AB)) (IFLTE (SREXPT VEL VEL) 1+ X 0.0101929) (%

VEL -0.407303) (f -0.496597 AB» (0- X (SREXPT 0.838104 X)) (SREXPT VEL 1+ (+ AB X) 10 (\ VEL
VELI (IFLTE 'f VEL 0.888504 VEL)))))l

In generation 60, the best-of-generation individual catches 1,652 insects and scores 62 hits.
This 67-point program is shown below:

(+ (- 1+ (- (SREXPT AB -0.9738) 1* (SREXPT X X) (* X AB)) (* (+ VEL AB) 1% 1- VEL (% AB 1))
(+ 0.7457 0.338898)))) (SREXPT Y X)} (- 1- (SREXPT AB -0.9738) ISREXPT -0.443604 (- (- 1+ (-

(SREXPT AB -0.9738) (SREXPT -0.443604 'f)) 1+ AB X)) ISREXPT 'i X) 10 (* 1+ X 0.0101929) AB)
X))) 10- ISREXPT 1 1) 10 X AB»))

This program is equivalent to

-0.443 + x + a-II .973
& _ (0.441 + yX + ax[x + 0.01))

a+ 0.922(v + a)(v - y)
+ 2a-O.97 _yX -ax(xX + yY)

Figure II shows the switching curve for this best-of-generation individual from generatic
60. As before, this figure is based on an abundance AS of 0.003 and a sprint velocity VEL of L
As can be seen, the switching curve here is approximately symmetric and bears a reasonab
resemblance to a semicircle centered at the lizard's perch. The score of 1,652 is only 19 short (
the 1,671 achieved by the known optimal foraging strategy. In fact, the shortfall from the knov;
optimal strategy is one or less insects for 60 of the 72 fitness cases. Of the remaining 12 fitne:
cases, eight had a shortfall of only two insects from the known optimal foraging strategy. Tt
performance of this foraging strategy is therefore very close to the performance of the knov;
optimal foraging strategy.

The above control strategy is not the exact solution. It is an approximately correct comput(
program that emerged from a competitive genetic process that searches the space of possib:
programs for a satisficing result.

Note also that we did not pre-specify the size and shape of the solution. As we proceede
from generation to generation, the size and shape of the best-of-generation individuals changed as
result of the selective pressure exerted by the fitness measure and the genetic operations. Fe
example, there were 37, 47, 81, 145, and 67 points for the best-of-generation individual f(
generations 0, 10,25,40, and 60, respectively.

The control strategy found in generation 60 of this particular run was obtained after processin
61,000 individuals (i.e., 1,000 individuals for an initial random generation and 60 addition,
generations). We have achieved similar results in other runs of this problem.

1+ (% (* IIFLTE X VEL VEL X) 1+ VEL 'fll 1- (% AS X) (+ 'f 1»)) (SREXPT (* ISREXPT VEL VEL) (%

X 'f)) (+ lIFLTE AB VEL 0.194 X) ClF"LTE VEL Y VEL VELl))

7 Results for Version 2
In the second version of this problem, the lizard does not necessarily catch the insect at the locatic
where it saw the insect.

The lizard's 20 meter by 10 meter viewing area is divided into three regions depending on tt
probability that the insect will actually be present when the lizard arrives at the location where tf
lizard saw the insect. Figure 12 shows the three regions. In region I (where the angular locatio
of points lies between _60° and -90°), the insect is never present when the lizard arrives at tt
location where the lizard saw the insect. In region II (between -60° and the X axis), the insect
always present. In region III, the probability that the insect is present when the lizard amvl:
varies with the angular location of the point within the region. In region III, the probability
100% along the X axis (where the angle is 0°); the probability is 50% along the Y axis (where tt
angle is 90°); and the probability varies linearly as the angle varies between 0° and 90°.

Although we have not attempted to derive a mathematical solution to this version of tt
problem, it is clear that the lizard should learn to ignore insects it sees in region I and that the lizar
should chase insects it sees in region II that are within a circular sector within some radius of tt
perch. In region III, the lizard should reduce the distance it is willing to travel in pursuit of a
insect because of the uncertainty of catching the insect. Moreover, this reduction should depen
not just on the insect's distance, but the insect's angular position within region III. This reductio
should be greatest for locations on the Yaxis.

We apply genetic programming in the same manner as in version 1, except that the simulatic
of the behavior of the lizard must now incorporate the probability of actually catching and eating a
insect when the lizard decides to initiate a chase. Since we do not know the optimal foragin
strategy for this version of the problem, we do not attempt to define hits. The tennination eriteric
for the run is simply completion of 61 generations.

In one run of this version of the problem, the best-of-generation individual from generation
enables the lizard to catch 1,164 insects. This program had 37 points and is shown below:
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Figure 13 shows the switching curve of this best-of-generation individual from generation O.
As can be seen, the lizard ignores many locations that are near the Yaxis. The large gray squares
indicate insects which the lizard decides to chase, but which are not present when the lizard arrives.
This program is better than the others in generation 0 because it ignores an area in the bottom half
of the figure that corresponds roughly to region I and because it ignores the area in the top half of
this figure where the probability of catching an observed insect is lowest.

In generation 12, the following 107-point best-of-generation individual enables the lizard to
catch 1,228 insects:
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Figure 12 Three regions for version 2.
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(lFLTE AB ('" (SREXPT (* -0.588 0.11089) lIFLTE VEL AB 0.053299 X)) (+ (- VEL Y) (IFLTE ('II

(SREXPT AB 'il (IFLTE Y Y x 'ill (- VEL lIFLTE X (+ (* AB ABI (+ (IFLTE AB X AB ABI ('" VEL
ABI» ('" (- X XI AB) AB)) (+ VEL 0.8965) {+ 0.115598 Yilli (+ (IFLTE (+ VEL VELl X (SREXPT
0.5443 -0.6836) ('l; x X)) ('II (+ X Y) (~VEL AB)I (- ('" (IFLTE (SREXPT (SREXPT -0.0914 YI
(IFLTE (+ X Y) ('II -0.588 Y) (" AB 0.3040921 (% X X)I X (- VEL (lFLTE Y AB X 'il) (+ -0.151204
(IFLTE (+ (- ('II (% X (- VEL (lFLTE Y AB X 'ill I (- ('II (SREXPT AS YI (IFLTE Y Y x Y) I (1FLTE

VEL AB X X») (+ (SREXPT Y Y) {- -0.112798 Y)II (1FLTE (SREXPT AB X) (- ('II AB 0.7782)
0.444194) ('" (IFLTE Y (SREXPT (SREXPT X 0.299393) (+ VEL X») 0.6398 YI (- x -0.6541) (IFLTE
(- (SREXPT Y 0.49911 (- ('II (SREXPT AB Y) (IFLTE Y Y X Y) I (IFLTE VEL AB X Xli) AS (SREXPT VEL
(SREXPT (SREXPT X 0.299393) ('" -0.3575 X)) (+ (\ VEL ASI X))) VEL (- VEL (- (\ (SREXPT AS
Yl (+ (SREXPT Y YI ('II VEL VELI) I (IFLTE VEL II.B x XII) (+ -0.157204 X) II) VELI (IFLTE VEL AS X
Xl II

(IFLTE AB ('" (SREXPT (* X 0.71089) (lFLTE VEL AS 0.053299 X) I (+ (- VEL Y) (lFLTE (* (IFLTE
(SREXPT (\ -0.115102 (SREXPT Y AB» (SREXPT (\ VEL AB) lIFLTE Y (+ 0.115598 Y) (+ VEL (+ X (+

AB Y»)) ('" 0.1169 (lFLTE 0.1204 AS 0.962204 AB»»)) VEL (- VEL (SREXPT (% VEL AB) (\ 0.8029
0.36119)) (+ -0.151204 X») VEL) (- X X) (+ VEL 0.8965) ('" 0.180893 AB»))) (+ (IFLTE (- VEL
X) ('II -0.588 Y) (SREXPT 0.5443 -0.6836) {% x X)I ('II (+ X Yl (- VEL ASI)l (- ('II {SREXPT AB YI
(IFLT£ '[ Y x Y») lIFLTE VEL AB x X»)

Figure 14 shows the switching curve of this best-of-generation individual from generation 12.
As can be seen, the avoidance of region I and the parts of region III are more pronounced.

In generation 46, the following 227-point best-of-generation individual emerged. It enables
the lizard to catch 1,379 insects:
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Figure 13

Figure 15 shows the switching curve of this best-of-generation individual from generation 46.
As can be seen, the lizard avoids an area that approximately corresponds to region I; chases insects
in region II; and is willing to travel less far to catch an insect in region ill. Moreover, the distance
the lizard is willing to travel in region III is greatest when the angular location of the insect is near
0° and decreases as the angle approaches 90°.

In an optimization problem where the optimal value of the variable to be optimized is not
known in advance and cannot be recognized when it is achieved, judgment must be exercised as to
when to stop making additional runs. If several runs appear to plateau at approximately the same
value, it may be reasonable to accept the best individual from those runs as the result of applying
genetic programming to the problem.

8 Discussion and Conclusions
This paper has shown that genetic programming can be applied to the domain of behavioral
ecology in biology. In particular, we have demonstrated the genetic breeding of switching curves
for a near optimal strategy for the Caribbean anoUs lizard for two versions of the food foraging
problem.

This demonstration of the applicability of genetic programming to the domain of behavioral
ecology in biology has biological significance. Artificial intelligence, including artificial life
studies, may provide valuable metaphors for how animals behave adaptively. Specifically,
artificial il)t511igence appears to offer three metaphors to describe how adaptive behavior can come
to exist in an animal.
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Figure 14 Switching curve of the best-or-generation program from generation 12
for version 2.

First, an animal may instinctually possess a simple decision rule whose repeated applicatio
leads to optimal behavior. In Roughgarden 1992, a simple rule is exhibited which, whe:
repeatedly followed, causes an animal's behavior to converge on optimal behavior. This rule wa
simply conjectured, a priori, as being zoologically plausible, with the anticipation of carrying ou
experiments with lizards in the field to test whether the hypothesized rule is actually employed b:
lizards.

This paper contributes a second metaphor for how an animal's behavior may approach optima
behavior. Here the rule that the animal follows is not stipulated a priori, but is the result of
selection process, This selection can be interpreted in two ways. The population of compute
programs on which selection operates may correspond to a population of organisms eacl
possessing a specific ~havioral rule. If so, the selection process of genetic programming may b
analogous to natural selection acting on a population of biological organisms with respect to a thes'
behavioral rules considered as phenotypic traits. Still, there is a difference. Here the recombinatio:
is among the programs themselves. In population genetics, the recombination is among genes
with selection acting on the phenotype that the genes express. But here the programs are th
phenotype, so that the recombination here is essentially a recombination among phenotypes
Nonetheless, genetic programming seems analogous to biological evolution, excepting that it i
based on a non-traditional genetics.

Alternatively, the development of brain function within a single organism may be thought of a
the fonnation of biochemical or cellular links among various neural modules that represen
elementary capabilities. By either this evolutionary or developmental interpretation, the rule tha
emerges is neither simple nor elegant, but definitely workable. With this metaphor, the function 0
the rule (Le., why it was selected) is only remotely related to the properties of any of its componen
modules examined in isolation. That is, the function of the rule will seem "emergent" because it i
effectively unpredictable from inspection of the components of the rule.

A third metaphor for how adaptive behavior can be obtained is supplied by the concept of
neural net. A neural net is a system of inputs and outputs among nodes, and the sensitivity of an:
one node to another node or to an external input is tunable. When a neural net is trained with a se
of test data, the sensitivities of all the interconnections are adjusted to obtain a desired. averal
system performance. A net might be trained to yield optimal foraging behavior, thus supplying
third metaphor for how an individual organism can attain optimal behavior while experiencin;
environmental conditions.

These three metaphors for how an animal may coine to have optimal behavior seem tl
represent alternative approaches, not alternative states of nature. That is, an animal may behav
optimally by following a simple rule that is itself decomposable into elementary capabilitie
characteristic of the animal's body plan, and each of these abilities may ultimately be translated inti
some cellular circuitry. If so, one's preferred metaphor will reflect the purposes of the inquU)
rather than one's beliefs about the state of nature,
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